Figure 1: Our method enables reduced simulation of fluid flow around this flying bird over 2000 times faster than the corresponding full simulation and reduced radiosity computation in this architectural scene over 113 times faster than the corresponding full radiosity.
Introduction
Galerkin projection has enabled astonishing speedups in graphics. However, despite a breadth of applications -everything from global illumination [Sloan et al. 2002] to fluids [Treuille et al. 2006 ] -a key limitation of this approach is that the underlying phenomena must be polynomial, a restriction which limits its applicability within computer graphics. This paper proposes an efficient extension of Galerkin projection to any function composed of elementary algebraic operations -the four operations of arithmetic plus rational roots -thus expanding the applicability of this model reduction approach across graphics. To demonstrate the broad applicability of our method, we apply it to two strikingly different problems: radiosity rendering and fluid simulation. Although both of these phenomena can be expressed in polynomial form on a fixed mesh, we show that allowing geometric deformation requires non-polynomial operations to express changes to the dynamics and appearance. Applying standard Galerkin projection to such functions is theoretically possible, but does not yield any runtime speed improvement. Our technique, by contrast, can efficiently model these complex non-polynomial systems. Similar to standard Galerkin projection, our approach not only preserves key optimality guarantees, but also generates a compact, analytic model in the reduced space.
Our method has a wide range of applications. Interactive environments, such as video games and architectural design applications, increasingly incorporate physical simulation. Our technique could add fluid effects around rigged objects including characters and animals. We could also compute real-time radiosity for scenes containing these elements, correctly accounting for their motion, deformation, and appearance. More generally, this paper is the first demonstration of real-time Galerkin projection for non-polynomial systems, potentially opening up interactive simulation to a wide range of new phenomena.
Related Work
Galerkin projection has been used in interactive graphics to speed up both linear and nonlinear deformation [Pentland and Williams 1989; James and Pai 2002; Hauser et al. 2003; Barbič and James 2005] , sound [James et al. 2006] , rendering [Sloan et al. 2002; Sloan et al. 2005] , and fluids [Treuille et al. 2006; Gupta and Narasimhan 2007; Barbič and Popović 2008; Wicke et al. 2009] . A common thread running through these applications is that the governing equations are polynomial. Our method builds upon these previous efforts by extending Galerkin projection to nonpolynomial functions, which cover a broader range of phenomena.
Model reduction of non-polynomial functions. In numerical analysis, Galerkin projection has primarily been used for linear and rational functions. Rational Krylov methods approximate a rational transfer function in the frequency domain using moment matching [Olssen 2005; Ebert and Stykel 2007; Gugercin et al. 2006 ] to find good bases for linear time-invariant (LTI) systems and extensions thereof. Alternatives include rational function fitting (also known as multipoint methods) [Liua et al. 2008; Gallivan et al. 1996; Grimme 1997] and balanced truncation [Li 2000; Zhou 2002; Gugercin and Antoulas 2004] . The key difference between these works and ours is that their goal is to reduce linear, time-invariant systems (LTIs) by analyzing their rational transfer functions, whereas we are interested in the reduction of non-polynomial functions for their own sake.
Because of the restrictive nature of LTIs, extensions have been proposed for time-varying systems, both linear [Phillips 1998; Sandberg and Rantzer 2004; Chahlaoui and van Dooren 2005; Hossain and Benner 2008] and multilinear [Savas and Eldén 2009] . The work closest to ours is Farhood and Dullerud [2007] , who apply rational Krylov methods to linear systems rationally dependent on time-varying parameters. However, unlike our work, theirs does not guarantee preservation of polynomial degree for arbitrary compositions of elementary algebraic operations and therefore can become computationally intractable for complex phenomena. Using an algebraic approach similar to that of Debusschere et al. [2004] for probabilistic dynamics, we alter Galerkin projection to enable order-preserving reduction for arbitrary compositions of elementary algebraic operations. To our knowledge, ours is the first work to present a general framework for Galerkin projection of arbitrary compositions of elementary algebraic operations while preserving polynomial degree, an essential property for real-time graphics, and the first work to simulate fluid flow or radiosity on deforming meshes.
Techniques other than Galerkin projection can model-reduce nonpolynomial systems. An et al. [2008] demonstrated model reduction of nonlinear elastic dynamics using cubature, which approximates nonlinear functions in low dimension by sampling the original functions and fitting a model to the samples. This method was also used to reduce thin shell dynamics by Chadwick et al. [2009] , and can be extended to support online updating of the basis [Kim and James 2009] and domain decomposition [Kim and James 2011] . Kim et al. [2013] also applied this technique to fluid simulation. Similar to our work, this work also model reduces inverse matrices and builds separate bases for each step of the dynamics. In general, the accuracy of cubature depends on selecting good bases and a good set of points at which to sample the simulation dynamics, unlike our work, where the accuracy depends only on the choice of bases.
Reduced-order fluid models. Previous reduced fluid models in graphics and numerical analysis suffered from highly restrictive boundary conditions. A straightforward solution is to construct separate bases for each possible boundary configuration [Schmit and Glasuer 2002] . However, this approach cannot scale to continuously deforming boundaries. For flows with periodic boundaries, and with inherent symmetries within the flow dynamics, it is possible to remove uniform translation modes [Rowley et al. 2003; Rowley and Marsden 2000] . For a single rotating object, the basis can be constructed in the object's frame of reference and then simulated at various angles [Ausseur et al. 2004] . Treuille et al. [2006] enabled the insertion of rigidly moving boundaries, and Wicke et al. [2009] allowed discrete boundary reconfiguration at runtime. Perhaps the work closest to ours is that of Fogleman et al. [2004] , which enabled linear deformation along a single axis to model reduce piston and combustion simulation.
We enable continuous boundary motion by embedding the fluid in a tetrahedral mesh, similar to Elcott et al. [2007] , and deforming the mesh along with the boundary. This requires a full-dimensional fluid solver that works for tetrahedral meshes. We considered several classes of solvers including finite element methods (e. g. [Feldman et al. 2005a; Feldman et al. 2005b] ), methods based on discrete exterior calculus [Mullen et al. 2009; Pavlov et al. 2011] , and ALE methods (such as [Klingner et al. 2006] ). We chose the residual distribution scheme [Sewall et al. 2007; Dobes and Deconinck 2006; Deconinck and Ricchiuto 2007] , which is akin to a finite-difference fluid approximation [Foster and Metaxas 1996] , but generalized to a tetrahedral mesh, due to its amenability to our non-polynomial Galerkin projection and the fact that it can be stably integrated in the reduced space.
Reduced-order global illumination. Existing reduced-order global illumination techniques, such as Precomputed Radiance Transfer [Sloan et al. 2002] , cannot accurately model the effect of general continuous large-scale scene deformations on nonlocal radiance transfer. James and Fatahalian [2003] allowed for deformable objects, but only for a certain set of physics-based deformations. Sloan et al. [2005] accounted for changes in local light transport arising from a more general set of deformations. More recent models allow discrete scenes to be composed without requiring additional precomputation [Loos et al. 2011; Loos et al. 2012 ], but do not allow for general continuous change in shape. In this paper, we focus on simulating low-frequency lighting effects and use radiosity [Goral et al. 1984] as the global illumination algorithm. Numerous methods [Hanrahan et al. 1991; Drettakis and Sillion 1997] have been proposed to accelerate the computational speed of radiosity for dynamic scenes. However, most previous methods are limited to rigid transformations, such as inserting, deleting, and moving objects in the scene. Realtime computation of radiosity for deformable scenes remains a challenge. (We remark that [Zatz 1993 ] uses the term "Galerkin" in a different sense to describe the approximation of curved geometry using flat patches; this is unrelated to our goal of accelerating standard radiosity).
Polynomial Galerkin Projection
Many areas of graphics require the time-consuming computation of high-dimensional functions, such as the light transport and fluid equations. At its core, model reduction is about approximating these functions with fewer dimensions.
Suppose we wish to evaluate a function y = f (x) where the input x 2 R n and output y 2 R m are very high-dimensional. We seek a reduced approximationŷ =q(x), where the reduced input x 2 Rn and outputŷ 2 Rm lie in much lower-dimensional spaces: n ⌧ n andm ⌧ m. The first step is to linearly dimension-reduce the state vectors, which means finding a pair of orthonormal bases Bx, By which convert reduced vectors to full vectors: x = Bxx and y = Byŷ. We can project from the full to the reduced space through multiplication by the transpose:x = B T x x, andŷ = B T y y. The second step is to model-reduce the transformation f , which means finding an efficient reduced approximationq : Rn ! Rm operating entirely in the reduced space. The standard approach is Galerkin projection, which works well if f is polynomial but can be inefficient otherwise.
The following sections present our technique to efficiently modelreduce equations of the form
where f (x) can be written using only the four basic arithmetic operations and fractional powers. We begin by describing standard Galerkin projection, which allows us to model-reduce polynomials, and forms the foundation of the rest of our approach. We then describe how this technique can be combined with a small number of basic matrix operations in order to reduce a wide range of non-polynomial functions. Sections 5-9 apply this method to the simulation of radiosity and fluids.
case: x, vectors in bold lower case: x, and matrices and tensors in bold upper case: X. We write Q ⌦a M to denote tensor multiplication of the tensor Q by the matrix or vector M along the axis with index a, and Q ⌦ a...b M to denote the repeated tensor product
We number tensor axes starting from 0. For clarity, we sometimes employ the matrix notation B T Q to denote multiplication along the 0th axis, Q ⌦0 B, and the notation QB to denote multiplication along the 1st axis, Q ⌦1 B. We refer to multiplication of a tensor by a vector as tensor contraction, an operation which reduces the tensor order by one.
A degree-d polynomial q(x) can be represented as a d + 1th-order tensor Q. For example, if some polynomial p(x) has degree 3 and x is of length n, then we can write the components of p(x) as
here c ijk`a re the coefficients of the polynomial p(x). The 4th-order tensor P simply consists of the polynomial coefficients: P ijk`= c ijk`, and we can write p(x) = P ⌦1...3 x. Likewise, we can evaluate the degree-d polynomial q(x) by contracting its corresponding d + 1th-order tensor Q:
To compute the Galerkin projection of the polynomial y = Q ⌦ 1...d x we start by substituting the reduced variables:
We write ⇡ to remind ourselves thatŷ has too few degrees of freedom to ensure that this equation has an exact solution.) We then multiply by B T y :
We can compute the value ofŷ at runtime quickly asŷ =Q ⌦
and the product B T y Q denotes the product of Q with By along the tensor axis corresponding to the result vectorŷ.Q is called the Galerkin projection of Q. Intuitively,Q transforms the reduced inputx into the full space using Bx, applies Q, then projects back into the reduced space using B T y . The final projection incurs some accuracy cost, but it unambiguously specifiesŷ, so we can write Eq. 2 with an equals sign. The projection is fast: evaluatingQ takes the same number of contractions as evaluating Q, although each contraction is now with a vector of lengthn instead of length n.
Non-Polynomial Galerkin Projection
It is more difficult to see how we can efficiently apply Galerkin projection to non-polynomial functions. For example, consider the rational function y = f (x), where x = [x 1, x2] T , y = [y1, y2] T , and:
We could compute the Galerkin projection of this function by transforming reduced vectors into the full space, applying the full space equations, and projecting the results back to the reduced space, but this would yield no speed advantage. Instead, we use two tensors to express f (x), rewriting it as a matrix-vector product:
Both the matrix and the vector are polynomial (specifically, quadratic) in x. Therefore we can evaluate the matrix using a 4th-order tensor Q1, and the vector using an 3rd-order tensor Q2:
where Q1 and Q2 are (labeling each tensor slice by its associated polynomial term):
To evaluate f (x), we contract Q1 and Q2 as shown above, then invert the matrix Q1 ⌦2 x ⌦3 x, and finally compute the matrixvector product. In the form of a single equation:
More generally, we reduce a non-polynomial function f (x) by writing f (x) in terms of a collection of tensors Q 1 . . . Q k , to which we apply a series of tensor contractions and matrix operations. We can reduce functions expressible using only the following operations:
where Q is a matrix in (ii) and (iii). In (iii), Q is additionally symmetric and positive semidefinite, and Q 1 n is uniquely identified as the positive semidefinite matrix such that (Q 1 n ) n = Q. As we saw in §3, polynomial functions require only one tensor and repeated applications of operation (i) for evaluation. However, as we showed in Eq. 3, there are many cases in which it may be necessary to use multiple tensors and operations beyond (i) to evaluate f (x).
Once we have expressed a function f (x) in terms of tensors Q 1, . . . , Q k and our allowed matrix operations, we can reduce it. This requires that we first find bases for every axis of every tensor Qi. For example, for a polynomial y = qi(x1, . . . , x d ) we require separate bases for y, x1, . . . , x d . Once we have found these bases, we can pre-multiply each tensor by its associated bases, as we did in Eq. 2. Computingf (x) then follows exactly the sequence of operations used to compute f (x), except that we replace each tensor Qi with its reduced counterpartQi. That is, each operation transforms as follows:
While each reduction is straightforward, these reductions do have implications for basis selection, as shown in the last column of the table. Since we need to reduce every tensor along all of its axes, we need a basis for each axis of each tensor. Operations (ii) and (iii) require that Q be reduced using the same basis along both axes. §4.2 explains this restriction.Q is typically small enough that we can efficiently computeQ 1 n using eigen-decomposition.
Reduction Example
To reduce our example function (Eq. 3) from the previous section, we inspect the tensor form (Eq. 4) to see which bases we will need.
Reading from right to left, it appears that we require a basis Bx for x, a basis Bn for Q2 ⌦1 x ⌦2 x, and a basis By for y. Due to the restriction that an inverted matrix must be reduced by the same basis along both axes, By = Bn, and we will refer to both as By.
The reduction of Q1 and Q2 is then:
y Q2 ⌦1 Bx ⌦2 Bx and to evaluatef (x) at runtime we perform:
The only data we require to perform this computation are the two reduced tensorsQ1 andQ2. If we wish to display the full space result of the computation at runtime, then we will we will also need By to compute y = Byŷ.
Properties
Our choice of reduction is not the only one we could have used for non-polynomial functions. We could have chosen to replace each full-space operation with something more complex than the same operation performed on reduced tensors. Our method does, however, have three principal advantages. First, it is simple: once a function has been expressed in terms of tensors, the reduction consists only in replacing full-dimensional tensors with corresponding reduced-dimensional tensors. Second, it is efficient: tensor order is preserved by the reduction, which is important because both tensor storage costs and evaluation time complexity are exponential in the tensor order. Third, it is optimal: each reduction rule is constructed to minimize some measure of error (similar to [Carlberg et al. 2011] ), given a particular decomposition into tensors of the target function. We discuss the optimality properties of each of our operations in turn.
Tensor product. If we have a single tensor Q of order d + 1 which we contract d times by a fixed vector x:
Matrix inverse. For the matrix inverse, operation (ii), let
x QBy) -1 . Note that this is not the same as the ordinary Galerkin projection of Q -1 , which would be B T x Q -1 Bx. We could also allow the bases forx andŷ to differ, in which case the error would be minimized atŷ = (B T x QBy) -1 B T y Bx. However, we have found that setting Bx = By has significant benefits in practice, such as energy conservation in our fluids application ( §A.2).
Matrix root. Matrix roots, operation (iii), approximate Q 1 n by first finding the reduced matrixQ that best approximates
QBxx||. This reduced matrix iŝ
We then use its nth root,Q 1 n , to approximate Q 1 n . Multiplying Q by the same basis along both axes ensures that Q is also symmetric and positive semidefinite. Again, our reduction differs from the ordinary Galerkin projection of Q 1 n , which is
Speed-optimality tradeoff. In our optimality discussion for operation (i), we restricted ourselves to the case where we represent the function f (x) using a single tensor. However, in many cases we can choose to represent a polynomial using multiple tensors. This allows us to exchange optimality for speed by composing polynomials. Suppose q(x) = q1(q2(x)), where q has degree d = ab, q1 has degree a, and q2 has degree b. We can choose to express
In the full space, these expressions are identical. When reduced, however, these expressions become
We can also write the second case as:
B T x q1(BzB T z q2(Bxx)). Notice that the composition introduces an extra projection B z B T z , which reduces the accuracy of the reduced result. On the other hand, the reduced composition is faster to compute than the reduced original polynomial: the composition replaces one reduced tensor containingn eg+1 elements with two much smaller reduced tensors, one containingn e+1 elements, and the other containingn g+1 .
Summary
In this section, we have demonstrated that any function constructable from tensor contraction, matrix inversion, and matrix roots can be easily model-reduced using our non-polynomial Galerkin projection method. To reduce such a function f (x), we construct it using a collection of tensors Q1, . . . , Q k , to which we apply our tensor and matrix operations. The reduced counterpartf (x) can then be computed by simply replacing the tensors Q1, . . . , Q k with the tensorsQ1, . . . ,Q k , and maintaining exactly the same sequence of operations. Our method is simple, efficient, and optimal in the sense described in §4.2.
In the remainder of the paper, we demonstrate applying this technique to two different problems: fluid flow around deforming objects, and global illumination in the presence of deforming objects.
Fluids
As a first example of our non-polynomial Galerkin projection method, we describe the reduction of fluid flow on a deforming tetrahedral mesh. In this system, movement of the mesh exerts force on the fluid, but forces from fluid motion do not cause the mesh to move. The simulation state consists of fluid velocities u and fluid momenta p, located at the centroid of each element, and of fluid fluxes f through each face. (Ordinarily, one would use only one of these descriptions of fluid flow. As we shall see however, non-polynomial Galerkin projection demands that we treat these quantities separately.) We require that the mesh topology remains
begin fullSimStep(ut, ft, gt, gt+1):
Figure 2: Algorithmic summary of the full-dimensional and reduced time steps. Note the close correspondence.
constant, but allow continuous deformation of the positions of the mesh vertices denoted g (Fig. 3) .
We begin from the incompressible Navier-Stokes momentum equation:u
where p denotes pressure, ⌫ viscosity, and e external forces. We discretize this equation using the residual distribution scheme of Dobes, Deconinck, and Ricchiuto [2006; 2007] , which is essentially a finite-differencing method applied to tetrahedral meshes. We use operator splitting [Stam 1999 ] to divide the velocity update into advection, diffusion, and pressure projection steps. The algorithm is summarized in Fig. 2 , where we integrate the full-space equations using a 4th order Runge-Kutta integrator. We now describe each step in detail.
Figure 3: Geometric layout of the simulation variables on a tetrahedral element.
Advection
The advection step transports quantities through the mesh. We treat each of the x, y, and z components of velocity separately, and transport them between mesh elements according to the flux f . This transport is described by the advection tensor A, which interpolates velocities onto the mesh faces, multiplies the interpolated velocities by f to find the rate of momentum transport over each face, and finally sums the momentum transported over a cell's faces to find the momentum derivative at that cell asṗ
where the sum index e runs over the four face-adjacent cells to i, and fie denotes the index of the (oriented) face between i and e.
However, we are not primarily interested in momentumṗ, but in velocityu. We assume a constant density (incompressible) fluid 1 , 1 Specifically, we assume the density is 1. so u and p are related by the 5th-order volume tensor V, which we use to compute a matrix-valued cubic polynomial in the vertex locations:
where v k (g) is the volume of cell k as a function of the vertex positions. For clarity, we will write V(g) in place of V ⌦2...4 g.
Given V, we can compute momentum: p = V(g)u. This gives us the advection equation:
Note that this equation depends on the geometry g. If g were constant, V would simply be a constant matrix, and we could precompute V -1 and absorb it into A. Because we want to simulate the fluid behavior in the presence of changing geometry, we must explicitly represent V as a tensor which we can contract to a matrix and invert. This requires our non-polynomial Galerkin projection technique.
Diffusion
We discretize viscosity as follows:
where µ is a viscosity coefficient, 4 is the graph Laplacian
uj, Ni are the (usually four) tetrahedra neighboring tetrahedron i, and V is the volume tensor. We have found that this simple, geometric approximation to diffusion is sufficient in both the full and reduced spaces. After computing the contribution of both advection and diffusion tou, we use an explicit time integration scheme to update the velocity.
Projection
Given a velocity u, the projection step first generates a flux f that is close to u and satisfies the incompressibility constraint r · f = 0. We can then convert f back to a velocity that corresponds exactly to the incompressible flux.
To perform the conversion from flux to velocity, we introduce the tensor P, which sums the volume-weighted directed fluxes of a cell to obtain the momentum of the cell: p = (P ⌦ 2 g)f . Thus, the velocity corresponding to f is given by u = V -1 (g)(P ⌦2 g)f . Note that this relation only holds if the fluxes f are divergence-free.
Using the flux-to-velocity conversion and a velocity field u, we can find the flux field f that fulfills our incompressibility constraint r · Non-Polynomial Galerkin Projection on Deforming Meshes
• 86:5 f = 0, while minimizing the energy of the difference between its corresponding velocity V -1 (g)(P ⌦2 g)f and u. The energy to be minimized is
where kxk 2 M = x T Mx. We solve the minimization using Uzawa's method as described in [Benzi et al. 2005 ].
Again, since we need to perform flux-to-velocity conversions, we have to perform divisions by cell volumes V(g). In this case, these divisions appear in the objective of our optimization.
Fluid-Geometry Coupling
To allow deforming objects to exert forces on the fluid around them, we modify both the advection and projection steps of our simulation. To model the effect of the moving mesh on advection, we compute and then subtract the flow h induced by the motion of the mesh. This ensures that velocities do not translate simply because their discretization element moves through space. We also modify the projection step to ensure that we never advect fluid across a moving domain boundary.
The movement of face i induces a flux h i(ġ) through that face equal to
where Ai is the area of the face, ni its normal, andċi the velocity of its centroid. To compensate for mesh movement, we can simply subtract h(ġ) wherever we use f .
In particular, in the advection step we subtract the effect of advection due to induced fluxes from the effect of advection due to fluid fluxes:ṗ = A ⌦2 f A ⌦2 h. In the projection step, we enforce that there is no flow across the boundary by adding constraints Df + Dh = 0 to the projection, where D is an operator which selects the boundary faces. These modifications ensure that the flow inside of the domain is independent of the movement of the mesh, and that there is no flow across (possibly moving) domain boundaries.
Reduced Fluids
We construct the reduced simulation by applying our nonpolynomial reduction rules ( §4) to the fluid simulation method from the previous section.
In order to reduce the governing equations, we have to reduce the tensors V, P, A, 4, and D. Because we require bases for each axis of each of these tensors (last paragraph before §4.1), we will need a flux basis B f , velocity basis Bu, and momentum basis Bp. Since V and P depend on the geometry, we need a geometry basis Bg. We also need a basis B h for the fluxes induced by mesh motion and a basis B d for boundary fluxes.
Basis Construction
The quality of the runtime simulation depends significantly on our choice of bases. We build B f , B h , Bu, and Bp using a method similar to [Treuille et al. 2006] . We run a set of full-dimensional simulations and collect snapshots of simulation quantities into large matrices, where each column represents a simulation frame. We create bases by running out-of-core Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on these matrices using the method of James and Fatahalian [2003] . After computing the momentum and velocity bases independently, we concatenate these bases and re-orthonomalize. This process ensures that Bu = Bp, which ensures energy preservation in the reduced space ( §A.2) and complies with the requirements of matrix inversion reduction ( §4).
Creating the geometry basis B g is more difficult. We begin with a sequence of triangle meshes animating changes to the boundary conditions, such as the flapping wings of a bird. We select an intermediate pose for the boundary mesh and construct a tetrahedral base mesh discretizing the simulation domain. For each deformed state of the surface model, we then use Laplacian deformation transfer [Sorkine 2006 ] to deform the base mesh so that the embedded surface matches the deformed surface model. Unfortunately, this step can lead to inverted elements, which would be fatal to the simulation. To fix inversions, we interleave the following two steps. First, we increase the weights around inverted elements to increase rigidity during Laplacian deformation and thus avoid inversion. Second, we improve the quality of the mesh by running Stellar [Klingner and Shewchuk 2007] , which we modified to leave surface vertices unchanged. Unfortunately, the latter step can lead to discontinuities in the animation sequence, where the configuration of internal vertices rapidly changes between simulation frames. This popping artifact, which can be seen in our example video, is not fatal, but removing it would likely improve simulation quality and is an open question for future research. Once we have an inversion-free tetrahedral mesh animation, we run SVD to create B g .
Tensor Reduction
Using these bases, we follow the procedure described in §4, turning the full space tensors into their reduced equivalents:
The reduced space simulation procedure is nearly identical to the full space one (Fig. 2) , although we do make several small changes. First, we store values ofĥ along deformation trajectories that we will use at runtime and replay these trajectories to findĥ, rather than computing h fromĝ. Second, we integrate advection and diffusion by matrix exponentiation, instead of explicitly as we do in
the full space [Treuille et al. 2006] . In the full space, integration by exponentiation would make sure that the simulation is stable for any time step ( §A.1). The fact that Bu = Bp ensures that this stability result can be carried over into the reduced space ( §A.2).
Constraints
Fluid simulation requires that we maintain full-dimensional constraints exactly in the reduced-dimensional simulation. In particular, we must maintain a hard incompressibility constraint in the reduced simulation. As in [Treuille et al. 2006 ], all basis vectors of B f are divergence-free by construction. They remain divergencefree under geometric deformation, since the units of flux are volume per unit time, which are independent of the geometry. However, unlike earlier work, we have multiple bases whose relationships may change with the mesh geometry. In particular, the velocity and momentum bases are not necessarily divergence-free. A reduced projection step is therefore necessary. Reducing the full-dimensional projection (Eq. 10), we obtain:
Since the flux basis guarantees r · B ff = 0 T , we can omit the constraint in the reduced projection.
Fluid-Geometry Coupling
To make the flow independent of the changes in the geometry, we proceed as in the full space. We subtract the induced fluxes from the fluxes when computing advection, which, since B f and B h are different, requires us to generate two reduced advection tensorsÂ andÂ h ( §6.2); boundary constraintsDf +D hĥ = 0 are added to the projection. While the constraints are in the reduced space, we apply constraint reduction [Wicke et al. 2009 ] to ensure that fulfilling the reduced constraints entails fulfilling the corresponding full space constraints exactly; this process also gives us our boundary flux basis B d .
Runtime Visualization
To visualize the flow field, we advect massless marker particles with the flow. Each particle can be advected separately. Because the velocity state is not necessarily divergence free, we reconstruct advection velocities from the flux field. We assume that the velocity is constant in each cell. Whenever we need to evaluate a velocity in a cell i, we locally compute
Using this technique, we never need to expand the full representation of the geometry or flux. Instead, for each particle we remember the cell i that currently contains it. We then evaluate only those parts of the geometry that are necessary to compute ui. We only have to compute the positions of vertices incident to the current element and its neighbors, as well as the fluxes across the faces of the current element. We can then advect the particle with the computed velocity. A particle may leave its current cell, either because the particle is moved by advection, or because the mesh deforms.
In that case, we walk across the mesh starting at the particle's last known position, and moving in the direction of the particle's new position. We evaluate the mesh geometry only locally, and continue the walk until we have found an element that contains the particle. For advection, we use explicit Euler integration, with ten substeps per frame for the examples shown in the accompanying video.
Fluid Results
We evaluate our reduced fluid simulation in two ways: evaluating its numerical error in a 2D wind tunnel domain containing a simple obstacle, and demonstrating its qualitative behavior in two different 3D domains with complex boundary motion.
Numerical Error Analysis
To assess the accuracy of our method, we measure deviation from a full-dimensional ground truth simulation for a simple twodimensional example. We ran full simulations in a domain consisting of a 2D periodic tunnel-shaped domain containing a single triangular obstacle, and used the simulation frames to compute bases of different sizes. We show some example frames and basis vectors in Fig. 5(a-c) .
To give a clear picture of how accurately a reduced model built with velocity basis B u captures the simulation dynamics over a range of states, we use a one-step error measurement. To find the one-step error, we begin with a sequence of velocity snapshots u1, . . . , uT from a full-dimensional simulation and project them into Bu using an energy-conserving projection 2 to find reduced coordinateŝ r1, . . . ,rT . From each reduced coordinate, we take a full timestep to obtain u ground and we take a reduced timestep to obtain utest. Let the energy E(u) of a velocity field u be
The one-step error is then E(u ground utest)/E(u ground ). Fig. 5(d) plots the one-step error over the evolution of a simulation for a range of basis sizes. Fig. 5 (e) plots this same error integrated over the entire simulation. In both Fig. 5(d) and Fig. 5(e) , we see that the error tends to decrease as we add more basis vectors. This reassures us that our method converges to the ground truth as the number of basis vectors grows to the dimension of the full simulation. While the decline in error with basis size is monotonic when the error is averaged over time (e), it is not necessarily so instantaneously (d). Our one-step error measure ensures that each simulation begins each step from as close an approximation to the same full state as possible, however, simulations with different basis sizes will start from slightly different initial states due to differences in basis expressivity. Therefore, some deviation from a monotonic decrease in error at some timesteps should be expected.
3D Results
In these results, we used a 110-node cluster with 2.2 GHz SMT quad-core AMD Opteron processors for precomputation, and a 2.6 GHz 8-core Intel Xeon processor with 24GB of memory for realtime simulation, rendering and timing comparison. Our precomputation wall-clock timing results include both PCA and tensor premultiplication time. We used a serial PCA implementation to compute each basis, so only the tensor premultiplication was fully parallelized across the cluster. Our runtime timing results (Table 1) include both simulation and particle advection runtime.
Deforming cavity. The cavity model (Fig. 6) consists of a large central cavity and three adjacent smaller ones, connected with thin tunnels. Each of the small cavities can be individually compressed, causing the fluid inside them to flow into the central cavity, which changes its volume accordingly. We designed the cavity using simple level set primitives, and then tetrahedralized the interior of the isosurface using CGAL [CGAL] . 3 We generated a sequence of example deformations by analytically compressing the outer cavities 2 The projection is the minimization minr t ||ut Burt|| V(g t ) . 3 Due to the regular shape of the domain, we were able to use a simpler method than the one described in §6.1 for generating the tetrahedral mesh. , advection ta and projection tp, as well as reduced simulation ts and particle advection tpa. It also contains the number of cells, faces and edges determining the dimension of the full simulation, and the reduced basis dimensions of the flux, velocity, and geometry bases, m f , mu, and mg, respectively.
while renormalizing the volume and used these deformations to generate 14 full-space simulations, each capturing the compression and re-inflation of one or two small cavities. Not all deformations seen in the video are part of the original training set (for instance, the training set contains no examples where one cavity expands while another remains compressed). Precomputation for this example took 12 hours of wall-clock time, of which approximately the last half hour consisted of tensor premultiplication. At runtime, we can simulate at 70 frames per second, however, due to the dense coverage of particles in the simulation, advecting and rendering particles decreases the frame rate to 3 frames per second.
Various forms of optimization which we have not pursued, such as parallelization, could certainly increase the frame rate further.
Eagle. Our eagle example (Fig. 1, Fig. 4) shows a different use case. Here we started with 266 frames of a triangle mesh animation of a flying eagle flapping its wings and soaring left and right. We built a deformable tetrahedral mesh as described in §6.1, generating the base mesh by using Tetgen [Si 2007 ] to tetrahedralize the space around the eagle with fully extended wings. We used snapshots from a full space simulation run on these same 266 animation frames to build a reduced model. Precomputation for this example took approximately 4 hours of wall-clock time, of which again approximately the last half hour consisted of tensor premultiplication.
Note that the specific deformation sequence need not be preordained; in principle, this method could be extended to model the deformations in an entire motion graph, with the actual character motion determined at runtime. The accompanying video presents these simulations, which were simulated interactively but rendered off-line with pbrt [Pharr and Humphreys 2004] , along with comparisons to a full simulation.
Reduced Radiosity
We now apply our model reduction technique to real time computation of global illumination (radiosity) on diffuse deformable objects under varying lighting. As before, we first reformulate the radiosity equation in terms of tensor contractions and matrix operations, and then apply the projection rules in §4 to obtain a reduced model. We use this reduced model to interactively explore illumination design in architectural environments.
Following Goral et al. [1984] , we divide the scene into discrete patches, and compute radiosity as:
where b is a vector of total face radiosity, ⇢ is a diagonal matrix of albedos, e is a vector of incident lighting intensities, and F is a matrix of form factors: F ij describes the fraction of light incident on face j that is reflected to face i. Notice that, unlike fluid simulation, radiosity requires modeling dense interactions between scene components, which increases the computational complexity in a scene with n faces to O(n 2 ).
Tensor Formulation of Radiosity
Ordinarily, Eq. 14 describes a straightforward linear relationship between direct lighting and radiosity. However, if objects in the scene move or deform, this equation becomes highly nonlinear. The crucial term in Eq. 14 is the form factor matrix F, which we sample at the centroid of each face to obtain
where Vis(i, j) is 1 if faces i and j are visible to each other and 0 otherwise, Ai is the area of face i, ci is the centroid of triangle i, and ni is computed as the vector cross product of two of i's edges.
In order to model reduce this equation using our non-polynomial Galerkin projection method, we need to represent it as a composition of tensor products, matrix inverses, and matrix roots. This composition requires more tensors than our fluids application, however, the use of each tensor tends to be simpler. Our tensor representation requires that we be able to unroll F 2 R n⇥n into a vector p 2 R n 2 by re-indexing: p k = Fij, where k = ni + j and n is the number of faces in the mesh. We also need the transpose index k T = nj + i, so that p k T = Fji. We summarize the necessary bases and tensors in Table 2 ; interested readers may refer to §B in the supplemental material for a full derivation.
We can then evaluate b by evaluating each row of Table 2 in order. The tensor form of the radiosity equation (Eq. 14) is given in the final row of Table 2 :
where E is the 3rd-order tensor that transforms the unrolled form factor vector p back into the form factor matrix F and leftmultiplies F by the face albedos ⇢.
Reducing the Radiosity Equation
We begin with a set of mesh deformations G = {g1, . . . , gm} and for each deformation compute the intermediate vector quantities described in columns 2 and 3 of Table 2 . We run PCA on each of these vector quantities to obtain the corresponding 10 bases (column 4). Using these bases, we apply our non-polynomial Galerkin projection technique §4 to compute reduced form factorsp. This reduction consists of replacing every tensor in column 3 of Table 2 with its reduced equivalent in column 5.
Reduced Visibility
It is not clear how to write a binary discontinuous function like visibility using our tensor formulation, so we handle it separately. Note that computing the visibility of a new deformation at runtime Table 2 : Bases, operators, and Galerkin projections used in our reduced form factor implementation. Radiosity rendering consists of computing this table from top to bottom, either in the full space (columns 2 and 3) or the reduced space (column 5). Note that while the fluids application required only 4 bases, computing the radiosity form factors requires 9 (there are 12 bases listed here, but we constrain Bs = B h , B d = Bp, and B b = Be). For a detailed derivation and an explanation of the notation, please see §B in the supplementary material.
Radiosity Direct Illumination Indirect Illumination (a) Model Reduction

Radiosity
Difference Image Indirect Illumination (b) Ground Truth Figure 7 : Results from our architectural rendering example. The scene consists of two rooms, a brightly-lit living room with light colored walls linked by a door to a dimmer bedroom with darker-colored walls. The scene is illuminated by an overcast sky through two windows and a skylight. The scene mesh consists of 5012 faces, and the sizes of the skylights, windows, and doors can be changed interactively. In addition, the living room ceiling can be tilted. (a) Results generated by our model reduced radiosity implementation. (b) Results generated by a full space radiosity implementation. Notice the qualitative similarity between the ground truth and model reduced renderings. Notice the bright spots near the cubes and the foot of the bed, as well as below the windows. There are artifacts in both the reduced and full space renderings due to the coarse meshing near the edges. is too slow and would defeat the purpose of model reduction. Instead, we use the following strategy: first, we compute the visibilities V = {v1, . . . , vm} corresponding to the deformation set G, and run PCA on them to form the visibility basis Bv. Then, we determine the reduced visibilityvtest of a new deformationĝtest as a convex combination of the visibilities in the training set. We find the convex combination x of training deformations that best predictsĝtest:
arg min
Vx is the convex combination of reduced visibility vectors with the same coefficients. Note that B T g G and B T v V can be precomputed and that their sizes do not depend on the number of vertices in the mesh. This is a reasonable strategy, since two deformations with similar reduced geometry will have similar full-space geometry, and therefore will also have similar visibilities and we are primarily concerned with low-frequency interreflections under area lighting.
Radiosity Results
We demonstrate our reduced radiosity method by demonstrating an interactive method for exploring a space of architectural designs in order to achieve certain desired lighting conditions, similar to [Dorsey et al. 1991] . Creating a pleasingly-illuminated space requires careful selection of room arrangements, room sizes, window placements, orientation of the space relative to natural lighting sources, and so forth.
We modeled a scene with a living room and bedroom, consisting of 5012 faces. The living room is brightly-lit with light colored walls, and the bedroom is more dimly-lit with darker walls. In the scene, the sizes of the skylight, windows, and doors can be changed interactively, and the living room ceiling can be tilted.
Our training set for this scene consists of 540 samples, including extremal positions along the axes of the configuration space and samples drawn from the space's interior. We ran PCA on the examples to select basis vectors capturing 99.9% of the variance of each intermediate quantity (Table 2, vectors. The visibility basis Bv, the area-free form factor basis B d , and the form factor basis Bp reached the 60 vector cap; all of the others were able to capture 99.9% of the variance using fewer than 60 vectors. As with fluid simulation, we merged and orthogonalized pairs of bases to comply with our matrix inverse and matrix root basis requirements. The basis pairs we merged are B s and B h , and B d and Bp. We used identical 120-vector bases for Be and B b . We ran the basis selection and precomputation on a 8-node Amazon EC2 cluster composed of 8-core 2.67GHz Intel processors with 67.5GB RAM 4 , however, both stages were primarily limited by cluster I/O bandwidth. Precomputation took 5 hours 1 minute wall-clock time for PCA, and 1 hour 36 minutes wall-clock time for tensor premultiplication. We rendered two simulation sequences, of 420 and 500 frames, using our reduced model, and compared them with full-space renderings (Fig. 7) . We rendered each sequence twice, using two different methods for computing the direct illumination. The first method was to compute the direct illumination outside of our reduced radiosity at runtime using physically-based sky model; the second was to compute direct illumination inside of our model by placing area lights in the windows. Fig. 8 shows the relative error of these results, which varies from 3% to 11% over the course of the test animations for both methods.
A comprehensive analysis of the space and time requirements for full-space and reduced methods for radiosity depends on the particular algorithm and implementation used. We only discuss relative benefits with respect to classical radiosity for an interactive application. Our full-space radiosity implementation requires no precomputation time, runs at 0.2 frames per second and requires 200 MB of memory. Our reduced radiosity implementation requires 6 hours and 37 minutes of precomputation time, runs at 22.7 frames per second, and requires only 50 MB of memory. In this setting, our method achieves a runtime speedup of 113 times. If we precompute the form factors, we can load them from disk at 0.4 frames per second, reducing the speedup to 57 times, but at the cost of substantial precomputation time and required storage which, unlike for our reduced method, will grow with the number of frames viewed. Much of the execution time (around 80%) of our method is devoted to computing visibility, which we do not perform using our non-polynomial Galerkin projection technique. We expect that improved methods for computing visibility could dramatically improve our reduced radiosity implementation's performance.
Limitations
Like all model reduction techniques, the success of non-polynomial Galerkin projection is limited by the representational power of the precomputed subspaces. If these subspaces do not capture the underlying dynamics well, then the reduced results will likely diverge from the full space results. Both of our applications are particularly susceptible to this form of error, since evaluating our model reduced system at each timestep involves multiple matrix inverses (Fig. 2,  Table 2 ), each of which minimizes error using a scaled norm that can vary over time and may or may not be well suited to the application at hand ( §4.2). On the other hand, non-polynomial Galerkin projection is more widely applicable than previous methods, and our results demonstrate that our technique captures complex flow structures and lighting effects in real time. Moreover, error can always be decreased by increasing the size of the basis, at a corresponding polynomial runtime cost.
Our fluid simulation method can compensate for changes in the geometry of the underlying discretization, and therefore can compute flow through deforming meshes. However, the topology of the discretization must remain fixed. This requires finding a single mesh 4 Instance type m2.4xlarge. Figure 8 : Relative error over the course of the two radiosity animation sequences for direct illumination included and excluded from the model reduction process. Our radiosity basis computation sampled brighter scenes more heavily than dimly lit scenes, so brighter scenes are represented more accurately in the final results.
topology which can accommodate all deformations experienced by the contained geometry. In our experience, using mesh improvement [Klingner and Shewchuk 2007] to create a good base mesh, and applying optimization-based smoothing to obtain good meshes after deformation, works well. For extreme deformations, constructing a usable mesh becomes difficult. In particular, we have noticed that at particular points in the eagle animation sequence, large numbers of tetrahedra will suddenly "pop" into new configurations. While our mesh construction methods usually avoid inverting any tetrahedra during this popping, the existence of this behavior suggests that it may not be always be possible to represent every desired deformation using a single mesh topology. An exciting avenue for future work would be to break up the deformation into shorter deformation sequences and use meshes with different topology for each sequence. This might allow us to capture even more drastic deformation, but would require reduced resampling operators to convert the fluid from one geometry basis to another at runtime. Meshing is much easier in the radiosity case, since that application only requires triangle meshes.
We select bases using PCA because it provides good representational fidelity and reasonable results in practice. Unfortunately, PCA bases do not allow us to provide any explicit guarantees about long-term simulation error generated by Galerkin projection, nor error arising from polynomial composition. In the fluids case, using modal bases derived from the simulation operators, as in [de Witt et al. 2012] , which uses the modes of the Laplacian as a simulation basis, could allow us to more specifically describe the characteristics of the error.
Conclusion
We have shown that Galerkin projection can be extended from polynomials to the much broader class of compositions of elementary algebraic operations, enabling the analytic approximation of functions containing addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and roots, all in closed form. Unlike standard Galerkin projection, our non-polynomial Galerkin projection is guaranteed to preserve polynomial degree, essentially bounding the computational complexity Non-Polynomial Galerkin Projection on Deforming Meshes
• 86:11 of the approximation. Because of the widespread use of dimension reduction in graphics, we present non-polynomial Galerkin projection in general mathematical terms without specific reference to physical simulation. We believe that our approach can be broadly applied to Galerkin-project functions which previously could not be efficiently approximated.
We showed two different examples of such non-polynomial systems: global illumination of deformable objects, and fluid flow on deforming meshes. Standard Galerkin projection cannot be applied to these phenomena. We demonstrated that non-polynomial Galerkin projection can be applied to both of these phenomena. We also showed that non-polynomial Galerkin projection enables, for the first time, interactive simulations of high-resolution fluid flow around deforming geometry, such as a flying bird, as well as interactive radiosity for lighting design. We believe that this technique could also find use in design and engineering to give interactive feedback about the dynamic effects of geometric changes.
We are also excited to apply non-polynomial Galerkin projection to entire classes of new phenomena which cannot be modeled with previous approaches. For example, n-body gravitational systems and atomic-scale Lennard-Jones interactions can now be model reduced. The existence of non-polynomial Galerkin projection also encourages us to search for further methods to analytically capture, simulate and render the many complex, high-dimensional phenomena in the world around us.
